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INJftOOUCTlON 

Recently, creep of concrete at elevated termperatures has been receiving vivid 
attention, mainly because of its importance in the design of prestressed concrete 
reactor vessels. The effect of temperature is more intricate in concrete than 
it is in polymers and metals, and is basically two fold. First, temperature directly 
influences the deformation rate, and second, it affects the rate of aging, i.e., 
the change of material properties due to the progress of cement hydration. 

A constitutive equation which accounts for both of these effects seems to 
have first been devised in Refs. 6, 39, and 40. Mukaddam and Bresler (39,40) 
formulated the acceleration of creep due to temperature according to the 
well-known concept of thermorheologically simple materials (17), which is based 
on the reduced time, t red , whose increment dt red is obtained from the actual 
time increment, dt, by multiplying it with a certain shift function, '1', of temperature 
T. This type of formulation describes very accurately the thermoviscoelastic 
response of time-invariable materials, e.g., polymers (17,24), and its extension 
to concrete has already been suggested by Sackman (54). 

The basic idea of Mukaddam and Bresler was to introduce the age of concrete 
as a second variable into the shift function, pUlling 'I' = '1'. (T) '1'2 (t*); in 
which '1'. and '1'1 = functions of one variable; and t* = the age at loading 
corrected for temperature T, such that t* = '0 + (I' - to) e-A(T-To ); To and 
to = the chosen reference temperature and reference age at loading; t' = actual 
age at loading at temperature T; and A = constant. Mukaddam and Bresler's 
formulation was somewhat modified by Rashid (50), who omitted the temperature 
corrected age at loading, t*, and introduced instead a different definition of 
reduced time, such that dt red = '1'. (T) 'it) (I - I')dl in which '1'., 'if) = 
-------------------------
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functions of one variable; and'" 1 (t - t') = d[log (t - t' + 1/ dt]. 

The formulations of Mukaddam and Bresler (39,40) and Rashid (50) have 
the advantage that functions '" I and '" 2 or "') may be obtained by simple 
graphical manipulations of the meas'ured creep curves. However, generalizations 
to variable stress according to the principle of superposition leads to stress-strain 
relations in the form of an integral equation which cannot be converted to 
a system of first-order differential equations. This poses major difficulties in 
creep analysis of large structural systems arising, e.g., in finite element method. 
Namely, a step-by-step creep analysis for an integral-type creep law requires 
the values of stress from all previous time steps to be stored for each element 
of the structure and to be used in computation at each time step. Thus. the 
storage and machine time requirements become a multiple of those for the 
corresponding elastic problem. 

The cumbersome history dependence can be avoided only by a transition 
to a rate-type creep law. i.e., a creep law consiting of a set of first-order 
differential equations involving hidden (internal) variables. [Certain forms of 
an integral-type creep law, e.g., those with a degenerate kernel, achieve the 
same; but such laws can always be converted to a rate-type form (5).] The 
structure of rate-type creep laws can always be visualized by spring-dashpot 
models. and a certain distaste has unfortunately developed toward these models 
during the 1960's, partly because of vulgarized microstructural interpretations, 
partly because of an avalanche of papers with only immaterial differences in 
the arrangement of model. Actually. there is justification for only two basic 
types of models, the Maxwell chain and the Kelvin chain, because either of 
these two models can describe a viscoelastic material with any desired accuracy, 
whether the material is age-independent (52), or age-dependent (10, II). These 
models define the well-known relaxation and retardation spectra and are equivalent 
to the expansion of memory kernel in a series of real exponentials (Dirichlet 
series), which is a counterpart of the Fourier series and plays a role as important 
in the decaying processes as the frequency response spectra do in the periodic 
processes. The rate-type laws also allow a much simpler formulation of thermo
dynamics which was first emphasized in a fundamental paper by Biot (14), 
and it is for this reason that the rate-type laws are now becoming the preferred 
approach in theoretical continuum mechanics (43). Finally, the rate-type formula
tion of the creep law is also necessary in deducing additional information on 
the creep law from a model of the microstructural processes (3,4,8,30) because 
their mathematical formulation always leads to differential rather than integral 
equations. 

For constant temperature, the rate-type creep law of concrete has been 
developed in Refs. 10 and II. An extension to variable temperature will be 
the primary objective of this study. 

One important physical concept in temperature effects is that of the activation 
energy of thermally activated processes 26. This concept has been widely explored 
in creep of metals (19,36,62), and also creep of clays (38). Polivka and Best 
(49), analyzing the change of creep rate at a temperature rise. introduced it 
into the study of concrete creep. At the same time Hansen (28) proposed a 
temperature dependence of a certain viscosity parameter which is equivalent 
to the activation energy formulation. Later Ruetz (53), K1ug and Wittman (32,64). 
Marechal (35) and others (16,56), analyzed concrete creep using the activation 
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energy approach. However, in all of these studies the acceleration of aging 
due to temperature rise has been disregarded and creep curves have been fitted 
by expressions that are inapplicable to the case of variable stress. 

REVIEW Of RATE-TYl'E CRE£P LAw AT CoNsTANT TEMPERA JURE 

This study will be restricted to creep at constant or almost constant water 

AG. 1.-Maxwell Chain Model 

o· c· 

0'" 

FIG. 2.-Sketch of Effect of Acceleratio in Aging and of Change in Deformation 
Rate 

FIG. 3.-Graphic:a1 Procedure of Fitting Data for Different Temperatures 

content and the case of variable water content will be examined in a subsequent 
paper. In a previous work (10,11) it has been shown that in the linear stress 
range. i.e .• for stresses less than about 1/2 of the strength (45), the rate-type 
creep law for aging concrete at constant temperature may be based on either 
the Kelvin chain or the Maxwell chain. They both allow given creep data to 
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be filled as closely as desired. However. identification of material parameters 
is ea~ier to perform with the Maxwell chain (Fig. I). and therefore this chain 
will be used throughout this study. T!Je uniaxial stress-strain law then has the 
form: 

IT IT (J=Lu .. : EI'=-I'+~; 1J.=1,2, ... 1I ................ (I) 
.. E.. "I .. 

in which u and ( = stress and strain; E .. = spring moduli; and TI .. = dashpot 
viscosities; both E .. and "I .. depending on age t of concrete; (J Ii values are 
callcd hidden stresses or internal state variables (14), whose current values 
fully characterize the previous history of the material. Superimposed dots stand 
for time derivatives. e.g .. E = a t/ at; and the stress-independent inelastic strains, 
~uch as shrinkage. are not included. 

The ratios T = E / TI are called relaxation times and the plot of E versus ... ... ... .. 
log T is called the relaxation spectmm. It depends on age t and is discrete, ... 
while the actual spectrum must be continuous. Realizing that the E .. values 
merely represent a discrete approximation of a continuous function, it is clear 
that any data set can be approximated equally well for any set of T .. values 
which are sufficiently densely distributed and cover the whole range of interest. 
Therefore. one should not try to determine T I" from the creep data (and indeed. 
if attempted, a problem with a nonunique solution would result); rather, the 
T values must be chosen. In particular. they may be chosen time-constant 
" and a suitable choice is a geometrical series with quotient 10 

T .. '" 10" I TI • TJ ... = IO .. -IT,E .. ; 1J.=1,2, ... m ... . ....... (2) 

in which m = n - I. (If smoothness of fit is not of concern. quotients up 
to approx 60. leading to fewer hidden stresses, are acceptable.) The last spring 
(IJ. = 11) in fig. I is imagined not to be coupled with any dashpot. i.e .• for 
IJ. = n there is "I .. -+ 00 or T ... -+ 00. The T I" values must cover the entire 
range of response delays to be considered. The dependence of E ... upon t may 
be satisfactorily fitted, e.g .• by polynomials of the type (11): 

4 

E (t)="'E" xl'; with x=t'/t.,q=4 .................. (3) 
• 1 L. .. 

in which Eo" ... E." = constants. Eq. 9 also works well for x = log t, q = 
3. 

Generalization of Eq. I to multiaxial stress is defined by the creep Poisson's 
ratio, which may be assumed as constant and equal to v = 0.18. because no 
clcar evidence to the contrary exists (45). Thus, equations analogous in form 
to Eqs. 1 and 3 may be obtained for the volumetric components and the deviatoric 
components of stresses and strains. 

AcnvATION ENERGy Of HYDRATION AND TEWEAATURE OEJOENDENCE Of AGING 

The change of properties of concrete with age, and the dependence of E .. 
and TJ upon t in particular, are explained by the progress of cement hydration. .. . 
When temperature is increased. the hydration reaction is speeded up (as IS 

any chemical reaction). Thus, the change of material parameters, e.g., E .. and 
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TJ • is accelerated. Accordingly. it is necessary to replace time' in the expressions 
f;r E and TIl' by a certain variable t. characterizing the degree of hydration 
or m~urilY of concrete (44,47). This variable. called the equivalent hydration 
period. has been defined (3,7,8) as follows: 

dt. = i3 T dt or t. = f I3T dt ......................... (4) 

in which ~ T = relative hydration rale cocfficielll = function of temperature 
T. Since hydration is a thermally activated process it is natural to assume that 
the hydration rate obeys the Arrhenius equation (19,26), i.e.: 

j3 T = exp [ ~ II (;0 - ~)] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5) 

in which U h = activation energy of hydration; R = gas constant = 1.986 cal/ oK; 
T = absolute temperature; and To = chosen reference value of T for which 
i3 T =1. 

It should be realized, however, that Eq. 5 is only approximate. Actually. 
hydration consists of a number of different chemical reactions. each with a 
different activation energy. This causes the apparent activation energy obtained 
by fitting the data with Eq. 5 to be temperature dependent. Nevertheless, on 
the basis of the rates at which hydration heat is evolved, Verbeck (18) has 
found Uk to be approximately constant between 0" C. and 100" C up to 9O-day 
age. Evaluation of the data in Table 12 of Ref. 18 furnishes 

V" - = 2.70(J° K ................................. (6) 
R 

This value has been assumed in all of the data filling described in the sequel. 

AcnvATION ENaoEs FOR DEFORMATION RATES 

The major source of creep in cement paste is probably the diffusion of solids 
and water along various types of thin layers between solid particles carrying 
load (9). These diffusion processes are interpreted in the model in Fig. I 
by the dashpots with viscosities TI .. , characterizing the associated diffusion rates . 
Because any diffusion is a thermally activated process, the diffusion rates. 
and thus also viscosities "I ... may be assumed to obey, at least within a sufficiently 
narrow temperature range, the Arrhenius equation (19,26). Thus, with Eq. 2 

_I = _I exp [V .. (_I _ -'-)] = ~exp[U ... (_I _ -'-)] .... (7) 
"I" "1 ... 0 R To T E .. T , R To T 

in which V .. = activation energy of the diffusion process interpreted by the 
IJ. th dashpot in Fig. I; TI = value of "I given by Eq. 2 for the same ' • 

... 0 Ii 

and at chosen reference temperature TO" 
The values of U .. are likely to be different for various IL values. Those which 

correspond to higher T ... could have higher activation energy because higher 
T .. corresponds to diffusion in thinner and longer pores, in which diffusing 
molecules must be held more firmly. The simplest possible assumption about 
the distribution of U I' over the Maxwell chain is: 
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V .. ~ V, + (fl. -- I) ~ V ........................ . (8) 

in which V, and ~ (j are constant. Substituting into Eq. 7 then gives 

'1)1' = a I' 'T; £ .. ; T ~ = 'T; a 1" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (9) 

in which (10) 

and a = lOexp [- ~RV (;0 - ~)] .. ... (11) 

Note that the activation energy, U", in Eq. 7 is not considered herein to 
be a function of time, because on the microstructural level V .. is determined 
by the local distances and arrangements of atoms and molecules. which do 
not change in time unless significant changes occur in the material. This contrasts 
with the previous applications of the activatioll energy to concrete creep (32.35.64) 
in which it was necessary to assume that the activation energy decreases with 
the duration of loading because no distinction between various diffusion processes 
with different relaxation times was made and only a single thermally activated 
process was considered. For completeness, it should be mentioned that the 
activation energy concept requires, in general. that the creep rate be proportional 
to sinh «1 I (T ,) in which 0- I = constant (26,36.62), :"is dependence on stress 
is nonlinear but for small stress. sinh (0- I 0- I) .., 0-10- I; I.e .• the creep law becomes 
linear, as considered in the present study. 

Moduli E ... representing the elastic properties of the material are, of course, 
al'm temperature dependent. However, as long as the local arrangements of 
atoms and molecules and the chemical composition of the material do not change 
appreciably, the change of E ... is caused only by changes in atomic and molecular 
distances due to thermal dilatations. and because these are small. the changes 
in E nll'"t also be small. It is knowl. that the ·;hemical composition of cemeilt 
past~ i., ,ather stable up to about 80° C-IOO" C (34). and within this range moduli 
E should thus be approximately constant. Measurements (16,20,29,46) reveal 
th~t from 25° C to 100° C the short-time modulus, E. drops no more than about 
15%. which is not negligible but is still small. The drop in actual instantaneous 
modulus E is less, perhaps much less. because the effect of the increase of 
the short-time creep rate with temperature has not been separated in these 
measurements. For these reasons, moduli E ... were all assumed to be independent 
of temperature up to about 80° C- 100" C. But for a wider temperature range 
the change in E would have to be considered. 

Note that at ~arying temperature, the ratios TJ ... I E ... are not constant since 
TJ I' includes activation energy effects while E ... does not. 

1D£NT1ACAT1OH OF MAn:RIAl PARAMET£RS FROM GIVEN DATA 

Identification of the material parameters requires the coefficients of a differen
tial equation to be determined from a given solution. This is a typical problem 
of control theory (12). A simple general method for its solution is outlined 
in Appendix I. It succeeds. however. only if a sufficiently good initial estimate 
of the material parameters can be found. Therefore, a special procedure has 
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been developed in which the identificalion problem is broken in a sequence 
of simpler subprohlems. This approach allows one 10 gain beller insight into 
Ihe problem, utilize experience, and substitule al intermediate steps some intu.itive 
analogical judgments, which is desirable in view of the fact that the fit of 
Ihe incomplete data presently available is not unique. 

First, it is necessary to determine E" (I) at a chosen reference temperature 
T . To this end, the creep data at temperature To must first be converted 
o~ the basis of the superposition principle to the stress relaxation function, 
EJl(I, t'), representing stress relaxation curves for various ages t' at im~osition 
of constant strain. This may be accomplished by a method presented 10 Ref. 
5. Then, each relaxation curve must be expanded into the Dirichlet series, r.:=1 
E (I') exp [- (t - t' )/T ] + E~ (t'), which represents solution IT of Eqs. 
1 for t:, as a step functio~. This can be done by minimizing a sum of the 
squares of deviations from given EJl(t. t') plus an additional term giving a 
penalty for unsmooth dependence of £" upon fl.. A subrOlltine which implements 
this task and yields £0 •... E. from Eq. 3 is described in Ref. 11 (and a 

~ .. 
FORTRAN listing of an improved version which suppresses the random compo
nents of E is given in a paper submitted to Cement and Concrete Research). 

Subsequ~nlly. the data for other temperatures Tare analyzed. In this regard, 
it is instructive to make the following three observations on the creep curves 
plotted in log (t, t') in which' = observation time; and I' "" instant of loading. 

I. Acceleration of aging by temperature rise, when considered alone. does 
not shift the creep curve parallel to the time axis because relaxation times 
T = TJ I E are not affected by aging. It rather scales down the ordinates 
~cause "the 'increase of moduli £ with age is faster at a higher temperature ... 
(Fig. 2. curves au' , a" b"'). 

·2. Let aging be now left out of consideration. i.e., regard E" as constants. 
The creep rate at time t - t ' = T .. depends mainly upon the stress in the 
fl.th Maxwell unit in Fig. l. A change of T" to T~ means that the response 
of the fl. th Maxwell unit will come at an earlier time that appears in the log 
(t - I') scale to be shited by distance log (T~/T,,) to the left from the time 
t - I' = T • If all V are the same (~U = 0). the response of all Maxwell 
units will b; shifted to'" the left by equal distance (S in Fig. 2), i.e., the whole 
creep curve will be shifted to the left without any change in shape and slopes 
(Fig. 2, curves bb' • b" • b"'). (This is the case of the thermorheologically simple 
material. closely approximated by most polymers.) However. if U ... are distributed 
linearly, the shift to the left will be, according to Eqs. 9-11, by the distance 
log (T I I'T ) = log T' + (J-L - I) log a, i.e., a distance linearly increasing with .." , 
J.L (distances S, and S2 in Fig. 2). This means that the slope of the creep curve 
will be increased in the ratio I/Iog u. This is also apparent from the fact that 
at reference temperature To the relaxation times. T ... , are distributed at distances 
log = I. while at temperature T they are distributed according to Eqs. 2 and 
9, at distances log u. 

3. Because temperature rise causes a shift of the response to shorter times, 
the creep curves at a lower temperature in each data set ought to be known 
up to much longer elapsed times I - I' than those at reference temperatures 
and, conversely, the creep curves at a higher temperature ought to be k.nown 
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down to much shorter elapsed times than those at reference temperature. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case for any data presented so far. Therefore, 
certain extensions of the creep curves must be estimated and, as a consequence, 
the problem of identification of the material parameters from given data does 
not have a unique solution for all data sets known at present. 

Considering first the special case, U ... = constant = U (i.e., AU = 0), the 

E 

h,' :: · , +b_ 
C~I to 1-<----:52_----" 

=:.--s -'---~ - _9.-b""- fft ~-=.!--o."...To ..JI. - .. ,- _. h" 
a ~ _ •• _.- tp .~2...- .• -.
II -" - .:. - _. - •• _. - 1 (l-l') h-·-- 09 

AG. 4.-Modified Graphical Procedure when Activation Energy Is Distributed Unearly 

.E 

.. 

HANNANT I 1967 

utR • 1!\oo' K 

" • 180 doy, 

tot' IN DAYS 

FIG, S.-Fit of Cr .. p Data of Hannant 127' 

procedure of fitting the data at temperatures other than To may be arranged 
as follows: 

I. The given creep curves for various temperatures and the chosen ref~ren~e 
age at loading, t~(aa', bb', and ee' in Fig. 3) are shifted parallel to the loganthmlc 
time axis to make them coincide with one continuous creep curve at reference 
temperature T (curve aa' b" C" in Fig. 3). This succeeds well enough for 
the test data kn~wn at present [as was observed by Sackman (,54) and Mukaddam 
and Bresler (40), although for the purpose of a different theory]. 
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2. The foregoing shift to a lower reference temperature, To, does not account 
for the fact that the aging is slower at To than it is at T. Therefore, as stated 
previously, the actual creep curve at Til' sketched as curve ac'" in Fig. 3, 
must deviate upward from the curve aa' bH 

C" (or downward, when To > 
n. This deviation must be estimated, and the correct estimate is easily found 
after several trials (which may be regarded as the iterates in the regula falsi 
method). Curve ac lll represents an extended creep curve at reference temperature 

.6 
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~ .4 0 
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.," , ., 

ENGLAND a ROSS,I9&l 114.soCO • 

U/R" 4500 OK 
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o + 
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o 

FIG. S.-Fit of Creep Data of England and Ross 122, 

WALLO, YUAN, LOTT, 
o 

KESLER, 1965 1: 'iii .2 
~ CL U/R" 3000-K 0. , ..... 

l'" 60 day. ... Q 
.S 
", •. 1 , 
'" 

0 0 
10 100 

t -l' in day. 

AG. 7.--F1t of Cr .. p Data of Wallo. at al. 160, 

and age t~ at loading, Similar extensions (curves gg'" and hh'" in Fig. 3) must 
then be made for other ages t;, t ~ at loading, and in absence of elevated 
temperature data for these ages, these extensions can only be based on the 
trend of curve ae"'. 

3. Analyzing the creep curves at reference temperature and various ages at 
loading (ac"', gg"', hh'" in Fig. 3) with the program from Ref. 10, parameters 
Ell ,.,. E. of Eq. 3 for E are ascertained. 

4. Measa";ring the horizon'lal distances, e.g., Sc and Ski in Fig. 3, one estimates 
the value of activation energy U, and using the unconditionally stable step-by-step 
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algorithm of the type presented in Ref. 10, one computes from Eo , ... E4 
the creep curves for the temperatures and the ages, I', available in the give~ 
data. The plots of the curves (e.g., obtained by Calcomp plotter) are then compared 
visually with given data (curves aa', bb', ce' in Fig. 3). The estimate of V 
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'ii 
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.~ 
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° 
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24001l!!.J 

600 Plil 150 OF 
2400P!!.J 

150°F 

• 

01) 

'0 

O~ ____ ~ ______ -L ______ ~ __ ~·O 

0.1 10 100 
t,- t,' in day. 

RG. a.-Fit of Creep Data of York, Kennedy, and Perry (65' 

McDONALD. 1912 

f.90 days 

. . 
o~--~-~~~--~~~~~~~--~~~ 

t- t' In doys 

AG. 9.-Fit of Creep Data of McDonald (37) 

is then corrected repeating step 4 (in the spirit of the regula falsi method). 
5. Finally, the whole procedure from step 2 is repeated, in the sense of 

regula falsi method, for other possible extensions of the creep curves for reference 
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temperature (ac ... , gg"', hh"'), until a satisfactory fit is achieved. (After some 
experience no more than one repetition was needed,) 

When V .. is considered to be distributed linearly with jL (Eq. 8), a slightly 
different procedure is more convenient. First one estimates the extension of 
the creep curve at reference temperature (curve aa' in Fig. 4). Lacking detailed 
information, the most natural assumption is perhaps a straight-line extension, 
as shown in curve a' bW in Fig. 4. Then, measuring the horizontal distances 
(e.g., S. and S2) from the creep curves at elevated temperatures (e.g., bb'), 
the values of V. and A V in Eq. 8 can be estimated, though only roughly 
because aging distorts the picture. Step J from the previous procedure is then 
implemented and after computing the creep curves, their comparison with data 
is made, as in step 4. Using the regula falsi method, the procedure is then 
repeated for improved estimates of U. and AU I and improved extensions of 

.5 
NASSER • NEVILLE , IK~ 

U/R. 3600'K 

,'. 14 cIor' 
._ .4 

& ., ..... 
2 
.!: .3 
." , .. 

.2 

.1 
10 100 

,- t' in da~. 

RG. 10.-fit of Creep Data of Nasser and Neville (41, 

creep curves at reference temperature, until the best fit is found. 

NUMERICAl RESUlTS AND ANALySIS 

Using the foregoing procedure, all of the more extensive published data on 
temperature dependence of creep (15,22,27,37,41,42,55,61,65) were analyzed. 
The data are shown (by points or dotted lines) in Figs. 5-14 and further information 
on the data is compiled in Table I. 

First the data were filled under the assumption that U = V = constant 
(or AU = 0). The fits are drawn in Figs. 5-14 by conlinU(~us solid or dashed 
lines, ~sing as ord~nates the total stress-dependent ,strain, E (excluding thermal 
expanslo~ an.d shnnkage): minus the instantaneous (or short-time) strain Eo at 
load applicatIon. The solid data points in Fig. 14 are from tests under biaxial 
compression, in which case E = (I - v) E in which E = the strain under 
uniaxial compression; and v = creep Poiss~~'s ratio = o~i (I). The activation 
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energy values corresponding to the fits are indicated in the figures in terms 
of U / R. Unfortunately. it is found that either different concretes exhibit different 
activation energies or the scatter of the data presently known is large and the 
control of test conditions is inadequate. The mean value. which could reasonably 

.8 

~------ ---~--------
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FIG. 13.-Fit of Creep Data of Serafim and Guerrelro (55) 
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RG. 14.-FIt of Uniaxial and Biaxial Creep Data of Arthanar! and Yu (1, 

fit most data. is roughly 

V.. V 
- = - = 5.000' K or V = 10.000 cal ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (12) 
R R 

Reference temperature To was always taken as the lowest temperature shown. 
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-

Strength, in 
pounds per 

Figure Reference square inch 
(11 (2) (3) 

-------"- ---
5 27 7,800 

(cylinder) 
6 22" 5,500 

4-in. cubes at 614 
days 

7 61" 6,000 
(cylinder) 

8 65 b 6,000 
(cylinder) 

9 n° 6,000 
(cylinder) 

10 41 5,500 
9-1/2-in. (cylin-
der) at 14 days 

II 42 7,250 
(cylinder) 

12 15 6,600 
(cylinder) 

13 55 -

14 I 6,000 
(cube) 

"Instantaneous deformation not reported. 
bUsed are lests F-33, E-39, 8-4, 8-7. 

EM3 

TABLE 1.-T .. t Specimen 

Stress-
strength TVpe of 

ratio cement 
(4) (5) 

< 0.25 -
0.18 -

< 0.25 I 

< 0.4 II 

< 0.4 II 

< 0.35 111 
(0.6,0.7 not filted) 

< 0.45 1Il 

< 0.36 II 

- -

0.22 "ordinary" 

< Rcpmlcd parlly, in which ca~c the initiul points were arbitrarily adjusted. 

except for the values of 70° F in Fig. 7 and 40° C in Fig. 12. None of the 
data completely defines the creep at To' Different ages at loading are available 
only for the data in Fig. 12. (Their fit at first seems quite poor but a closer 
examination reveals that a better smooth fit could hardly be desired because 
of the very high scatter of these data.) Thus, the creep curves for ages other 
than the one given, as well as extensions in length of the curve at the one 
basic age given, had to be estimated except in Fig. 12. The estimates were 
based on analogy with the data on the aging effect given in Ref. 10. The estimates 
were then slightly (but not unreasonably) modified, to give the best fit at other 
than reference temperatures. However, the information on the aging effect is 
not as limited as the foregoing comments may suggest, since the most important 
effect, e.g., the acceleration of aging due to temperature change, is based on 
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Properties for Published Data 

Maximum 
aggregate 

size, in Water-cement 
Aggregate inches ratio 

(8) 

Sealing, 
("uring. 

tempe, aJ'_,re 
hi!:tory 

(9) 

589 

(6) (7) 
--- -f--..- ---------+-- ----- - ---------

0 Idbury limestone -

- -

- -
limestone 3/4 

8 raywacke, chert 3/4 

dolomite, hom-
I 

3/4 
blende 

dolomite, hom- 3/4 
blende 

foraminiferal lime- 1-1/2 
stone 

I 

river gravel 3/8 

==-=---=--'==== 

0.47 

0.45 

0.53 

0.425 

-

0.6 

0.6 

0.42 

0.5 

0.564 

5 months in water, 20" C, 1 
month sealed by copper foil 

6 days in water, 6 days at 90% 
humidity. 17· C, then sealed 

in water 

83 days sealed at 73° F, then 
to test temperature; sealed by 

epoxy and copper jacket 
same as above 

raised to test temperature at 
l-day age, in water 

raised to test temperature' 
week before test, in water 

cured at room temperature till 
I day before test, then 
sealed 

in copper jacket, raised to test 
temperature I day (t' = 3) 
or 3 days (t' 0= II) before 
test 

raised to test temperature I 
day before test, sealed by 
epoxy with two plastic coats 

the hydration heat data in Ref. 18, as previously mentioned, and not on the 
data shown. The complete creep curves at To for various ages, corresponding 
to the fits in Figs. 8, 12, 5, and 15, are shown in Fig. 16 as cases, a, b, 
and c, respectively. They are drawn only up to the elapsed times, t - t', 
to which they are needed for fitting the data. Note that the creep data at reference 
temperature must completely cover the whole age interval (approximate): 

I' _ +(1-1') _ exp[U(_I ___ I_)]s 1 s 
'..... min R To Tn" 

" + (I - t') exp [ U(_I_ -_1_)] ................ (13) r.... max R To T ..... 
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HANNANT. ,>67 

Yo' 1750' (I' -111050 OK 
.~ 

l' • 180 dQ~s 

7!1'C 

. ~ 

';; 
~ ...... 

'2 .3 

.Ii . . 
~ .2 

.. 

0 
10 100 

l- l' in days 

AG. 15.-FIt of H.nn.nt's D.t.127I, Assuming Uneerly Distributed Activetion Energy 

.~ 

.2 t===----;..:.:-;'OOO~d •• 

,0 

.... 
6 

; ,4 .. 
~ 

'2 
E 6 

.~ 

6 

~ 

~-LJ....1..l..' UJlW"!_.L-J,.' .... 

(b) BROWNE. ,"' 

t CI) HANNAN T '.' 

FIG. 16.-Extr.pol.ted Creep Curve. Obteined in AUing Det. in Ags. I, 12,5, end 
15 
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in which T Jl1<,,' l'min = the maximum and minimum temperatures considered: 
':no.' I~"n = the maximum and minimum age at loading I' expressed in terms 
of In: and (I - [')ma.' (I - ")min = the maximum and minimum time lag 
after loading. In judging the quality of fits, it should he kept in mind that 
the creep curves shown also fit exactly (with the same stress-strain relations) 
the values of instantaneous deformation En' assumed to correspond to , - " 
= 0.001 day. These points would lie to the far left. out of the figures, and 
are not shown . 

In view of the high scalier and incompleteness, it would be unjustified to 
try determining a greater number of material parameters from the present data • 
even if some of the fits could be considerably improved (in Fig. 10. for instance, 
by using 11 V ~ 0). Nevertheless, the fit with a linearly distributed V .. CEq . 
8), was tried at least for one case, the data from Fig. 5. which belong to the 
most complete and consistent ones, The fit is shown hy solid lines in Fig. 
15 along with the values of V, and 11 V found. The corresponding reference 
creep curves are shown as case d in Fig. I() and they differ considerably from 
case c pertaining to the same data fitted with constant V .. (Fig. 5). This underscores 
the lack of uniqueness of fit of the data available. 

Assumptions also had to be made with regard to other circumstances not 
reported by the experimenters. For instance, for the data in Figs. 6 and 1. 
the value of instantaneous deformation had to be estimated, using analogy with 
other concretes. But for the whole set of data for one concrete the same value 
of the instantaneous deformation was assumed throughout. of course. The time 
at which heating was started was not reported for the data in Figs. 6 and 
1: it was assumed to occur shortly before loading, as in most tests. In some 
of the tests, however. heating started at the instant of loading. which distorted 
the data because temperature could not be constant throughout the specimen 
at the beginning of the test. 

Preservation of constant moisture content has been inadequate in some of 
the tests. especially the early ones (59), At a higher temperature concrete can 
'ose water much faster. and after this happens, the creep rate drops. which 
overrides the activation energy effect. This has probably also affected to some 
extent the data in Fig, 6. Using the present theory it would be possible to 
fit successfully other data of more limited scope as well (2.21.28,33,51.58.60). 

Test data show that on approach to 100" C the creep first ceases accelerating 
and beyond a certain temperature it begins slowing down, while according to 
Eq. 1 creep rate must always rise when temperature rises, This can be explained 
by changes in the chemical composition and microstructure of cement paste. 
For this reason, the data points close to 100" C have not been fitted by the 
present theory even if given in the original data set (temperatures 94° C and 
114,50 C in Fig. 6, 2050 F in Fig, II). However, if the activation energy concept 
were dropped and TIl' were regarded as an arbitrary function of temperature. 
the rate-type creep law (I) could probably fit even the data beyond 100" C. 
The material is also changed by the freezing of water and the present formulation 
thus does not apply below 00 C without further refinements (as is confirmed 
by the tests in Refs. 31 and 48. 

According to the present formulation a drop in temperature would always 
result in a reduction of the creep rate. However, it has been observed on small 
specimens that during and immediately after a very abrupt temperature drop 
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the creep is not !>Iowed down, but accelerated at first (1,23,31,56,61,64). One 
way of explaining this effect is by considering that the dependence of the rates 
of the diffusion of solids and water caU6ing creep upon chemical potential gradient 
is progressively nonlinear when the gradient is very high (9). Then the rate 
increase due to this nonlinearity offsets the effect of activation energy when 
a large gradient due to sudden temperature drop is superimposed on the gradient 
due to thc load. (This is analyzed in more delail by the senior writer in Mechanics 
l'oday, Vol. 2, Pergamon Press, 1974, in press.) The present stress-slrain relations 
can thus be applied only at sufficiently slowly varying temperatures, which 
are usually the case for all massive concrete bodies. 

I. Creep of aging concrete at variable temperature can be modeled by a 
rale-type creep law with hidden stresses as internal state variables (Eq. I). 

The formulation presented herein is restricted to the linear stress (i.e., working 
stress) range, to constant (or almost constant) water content, to constant or 
slowly varying temperatures, conditions which are typical for massive concrete 
structures, and to temperatures between about r C and 90" C. 

2. The main purpose in formulating the rate-type creep low is to avoid the 
storage of stress history and the evaluation of hereditary integrals, required 
by previous formulations. This makes the numerical creep analysis of large 
structural systems feasible. 

3. Introduction of the activation energy concept (applicable from 2° C to approx 
80" C-IOO" C) is advantagenous because it specifies the form of the temperature
dependence and thus enables determination of the creep law from more limited 
data than would be needed otherwise. Yet the problem of identification of 
the material parameters from the limited data presently available does not have 
a unique solution (all hough the activation energy concept reduces the degree 
of arbitrariness considerably). For example, the data presently known can be 
fitted, assuming the activation energies for various relaxation times to be either 
all equal, in which case the creep curve at reference temperature extended 
imo very long times curves upward in the lorgarithmic time scale (Figs. 3, 
16), or to be distributed linearly over the Maxwell chain (Eq. 8), in which 
case the extension just mentioned may be straight (Figs. 4, 16). To decide 
which allernative is true would necessitate data for a much longer test duration 
than is presently available. 

4. In contrast with some previous studies, the artificial and unjustified 
assumption that the activation energy depends on the duration of loading appears 
to be unnecessary. 

5. Introducing the equivalent hydration period (Eq. 4), the acceleration of 
aging due to temperature rise is formulated with the help of activation energy 
of hydration (Eqs. 5,6). This concept (30) is corroborated by data fits. 

6. All uf the more extensive data on the temperature dependence of creep 
have been fitted sat;sfaclorily, by the method described (see Figs. 5-14). 

7. The activation energy of creep appears to differ widely for various concretes, 
the mean value being apprux V == 10,000 cal. Many of these differences may 
be due, however, to experimental scaHer and differences in test procedures. 
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~PPENDIX I.-~LT£RNATIVE GENERAL METHOD OF MATERIAL IDENTlFICAT10N 

To di~creti~e the problem, the measured creep data may he characterized 
by certam SUItably chosen characteristic data points, numbercd as 0 = I 2 
'" N. [Suitable choice requires that these points be uniformly distributed i~ 
log (~ - t') :- scale.] The measured _values at these points, characterized by 
Tn: t" ' (t - t ) .. , may be denoted as F 0 • The theoretical solution at these same 
POlOts, F .. , may be regard~d as a function of the unknown material parameters, 
I'm (m = 1,2, ... mil)' which represent VI' ~ V, and those of the characteristic 
values of the creep function J(t, t - t') at reference temperatures that have 
n?t been measured and are unknown, usually the values for high t - t' and 
high t' . Assuming that a suitable estimate p?,.of the unknown material parameters, 
Pm' has been made the solution, F" (in all points 0), corresponding to pO is 
computed. Further solutions, mo in number, are determined for mo sets"' of 
material parameters p?" + 8 mk ~P. (k = 1,2, ... PlIo) in which ~p. are chosen 
small changes of p~; and I) rnA = 0 for m #. k; and I) mA = , for m '= k. Then. 
assuming F" as a function of Pm to be continuous and sufficiently smooth, 
the solution for any material parameters Pm close to p?" is 

F" = F:! + 2: F:.1(PA - p~) ............. . ...... (14) 

• 
F" = F ( ") po = Fo(p?" + 8",~ "\PA ) - F,,(p'!..) 

a Q Pm· G." 
~PA 

in which ( 15) 

L~. 14 is a Ta~lor .series expansion by which the problem is linea ... ~ed, and 
F" .• a~e appr~xlmatlons t(~ part~al derivatives with respect to Pl' The objective 
Of. op~lmum fl~ of dat~ ~O.IO.ts F" may be achieved by imposing a least square 
criterion, that IS by mlOlmlzmg the quadratic form 

q,=~W .. [F:+~F~'k(P.-p~)-F .. r+<p1 ............ (16) 

in which w .. = chosen weights; and <I> I = a certain chosen quadratic penalty 
~erm (25,63) which may be added, e.g., to prevent unreasonably large changes 
~n Pm (or to guarantee a smooth distribution of Pm values when required, as 
10 the ~a~e .wh~n P," are the unknown ordinates of some reference creep curve). 
The mlmmlz.atlon problem is, strictly speaking, a constrained one (63) because 
us~ally the par~meter~,. Pm' must be positive and some of them may have to 
satisfy further lOequ~htles (e.g., expressing the fact that the reference creep 
cur~e must always ns~). Constrained minimization can be, however, usually 
aVOided by transformations (63). The minimizing condition then simply is a <I> / ap 
= 0 Cor all i == ': 2, :;. mo' This yields a system of linear algebraic equation; 
Cor Pm' Crom Which Improved Pm values may be obtained. These values may 
then be labeled as new P?. and, repealing the procedure just described, a further 
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Improvement in Pm values can be made. etc. 
The method outlined is in essence equivalent to the method of Gauss and 

I.cgendre (63). It belongs 10 Ihe lecJmiques of quasi linearization and can be 
hrought into connection with the well-known Newton-Raphson method (12). 
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APPENOIX 111.-NoTATION 

The following ,fymbols are used In thll paper: 

E=l: .. E", 
E", 

J(t,t' ) 

R = 1.986 calr K 
T, To 

t 
t', t~ 

V 

V" 
V", 

VI' A.V 
~T 
Eo 

E. (T 

TI .. 
0' .. 

T 

'" T' 

'" 

... instantaneous elastic modulus; 

= 

elastic modulus of ~h Maxwell unit (Fig. I. Eq. I); 
creep function = strain in time t due to constant unit 
stress applied in time t'; 
gas constant; 
absolute temperature and its chosen reference value; 
time from casting of concrete; 
time at load application and its reference value; 
V", when all V", are equal (Fig. I, Eq. 7); 
activation energy of hydration (Eq. 5); 
activation energy of creep for ~h Maxwell unit; 
activation energy parameters in Eq. 8; 
relative hydration rate (Eq. 4); 
initial instantaneous (or short-time) strain at load ap
plication (in figures); 
strain and stress (Eq. 1); 
viscosity of ~h dash pot (Fig. J, Eq. 1); 
hidden stress = stress in J.Llh Maxwell unit (Fig. I. Eq. I); 
TI",/ E ... = .... th relaxation time (Eq. 2) and; 
.ah relaxation time (Eq. 9). 


